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DISTRESS INK
Water-based & formulated for stamping, blending & 
background techniques.  Distress Ink reacts with water to 
create effects on papers & other porous surfaces. 

 

BLENDING TECHNIQUE:  REFER TO IMAGE ON FRONT COVER.

1. Swipe Ink Blending Tool over Distress Ink Pad. 

2. Work on a Non-Stick Craft Sheet or other slick surface.  
Place Blending Tool along the edge of the surface, but 
not directly on it. 

3. Rub the inked Blending Tool in a circular motion on surface, working inward from the outside edge. Continue 
circular motion, applying ink in layers, working towards the center. 

4. Re-apply Distress Ink to Blending Tool from ink pad as needed. 

5. Continue blending Distress Ink colors on to surface until look is achieved. If desired, replace the Ink Blending 
Foam per color of ink used, or swipe excess ink from the previous color of the foam with a paper towel.  

DISTRESS STAIN  
Fluid water-based stain with the same Distress formulation to 
react with water.  Use to create a mottled saturation of color 
backgrounds on paper, ribbon & other porous surfaces. 

 

MOTTLED STAIN TECHNIQUE: 

1. Swipe Distress Stain directly over the surface. 

2. Cover entire surface with color. 

3. Mist & spritz water on to surface to react inks. 

4. Dry with heat tool or allow to air dry. 

5. Repeat with addition layers of water & stain if needed. 

6. Dry with heat tool or allow to dry when look is achieved.  
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DISTRESS CRACKLE 

A one step, water-based paint creates a fine crackle finish on 
paper, chipboard & other porous surfaces.  

COLORED CRACKLE TECHNIQUE: 

1. Apply a medium layer of Distress Crackle Paint to porous 
surface. Allow paint to dry & crackle completely. 

2. Apply Distress Paint over crackled surface & blend color 
with Blending Tool. 

3. For added effect, apply Distress Ink or Distress Stain over crackled surface. 

4. Blot off excess ink. Dry with heat tool or allow to dry once look is achieved.  

DISTRESS PAINT 
Fluid water-based paint reacts with water for blending, stamping or basic painting for a permanent opaque matte finish 
on paper, chipboard, wood, fabric, metal & plastic. 

BLENDED PAINT TECHNIQUE:  

1. Apply several colors of Distress Paint to craft sheet or 
other slick surface. 

2. Mist paints with water to react the paint & create 
droplets of color. 

3. Swipe surface through wet paint until covered in color. 

4. Mist painted surface with water to react paints again. 

5. Dry with heat tool or allow to dry once look is achieved.  

Please read & follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools & materials used. Provide 
adult supervision if children participate in this project.  #045-3572 
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DISTRESS GLITTER  
Adhere this chunky glitter to any project with a liquid adhesive 
to reproduce the look of vintage mica.   

DISTRESS GLITTERING TECHNIQUE: 

1. Color surface with Distress Ink, Distress Stain or Distress 
Paint. Allow to dry. 

2. Apply a thin layer of Glossy Accents or other liquid 
adhesive over colored area. Pour Distress Glitter over 
adhesive surface to cover. Remove excess. Allow glittered surface to dry completely. 

3. Ink edges of glitter with Distress Ink using Ink Blending Tool.

DISTRESS MARKERS  

Dual tip water-based for coloring, stamping & journaling.  
Distress Markers blend with water & maintain color integrity.  

WATERCOLOR TECHNIQUE: 

1. Stamp image on Distress Watercolor Cardstock with 
permanent ink. 

2. Color inside edges of image directly on cardstock with 
brush tip of Distress Markers. 

3. Blend color using a Detailer Water Brush, pulling color in 
toward the center. Allow paper to dry between layers or with heat tool. 

4. Continue coloring & blending with water brush until look is achieved. 

5. Add shading or details with fine tip of Distress Marker.  

STAMPING TECHNIQUE: 

1. Apply color directly to entire surface of stamp with brush tip of Distress Markers.  

2. Blow warm breath over colored stamp to rehydrate inks. Press stamp to surface with firm pressure & lift. 

3. Blend stamped image with Detailer Water Brush.  


